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Introduction 

 Years had passed since the first Electronic SMART Board was introduced in 1991.  As 

up today, that piece of technology has come to revolutionize the education world and has become 

an effective tool for student motivation.  There are different terms used to relate this electronic 

device. Some people called it White Electronic Board, others Interactive Whiteboard, or how is 

commonly known SMART Board.  

The Smart Board is an interactive projection display that assists educators and business 

leaders to integrate diverse learning tools, such as images, websites, and videos, into a lesson.  It 

is connected to a computer and to a projector which displays the image seen on the computer 

screen. First the software (and hardware) must be engaged, and then the board must be oriented. 

Once this is accomplished, you are ready to begin (Gérard & Widener). 

The purpose of this qualitative research study is to find out through the review of the 

literature whether or not the SMART Board is an effective tool that can be used by teachers to 

motivate students to learn, and the facts that make this tool to be effective when used on student 

motivation. 

In my perception SMART Boards are effective tools that can be used for teachers in the 

classroom effectively to motivate the students. SMART Boards allow teachers to be creative on 

lessons planning to grab student’s attention and facilitate the process of new concepts 

comprehension.  

This study will benefit many educators by realizing the effectiveness of the SMART 

Boards through facts. The findings of this study will reveal and clearly state whether or not the 

SMART Board is an effective tool and why. 
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Literature Review 

 (Barren, 2007) surveyed 27 teachers in Darien District 61 researching about the effective 

use of SMART boards in the classroom.  This study found as result of the survey run that 100% 

of the participants believed that interacting with whiteboards is an effective tool for teachers to 

teach and for students to learn, that students would be more motivated and excited using an 

interactive whiteboard, and that the students would enjoy using an interactive whiteboard.  

(Gérard & Widener) investigated the use of SMART Board interactive whiteboards in 

foreign language classrooms. This investigations draw conclusions based on the analysis of 

different activities that support teaching. The researchers found that SMART Board interactive 

whiteboard is a very powerful and innovative support foreign student’s language acquisition. 

Also stated that SMAR Board provides a link using the features of computers without breaking 

teacher-student communication, instead it supports it, and that it may enrich new students 

learning processes. 

 (Jones, 2004) run a research bibliography to discuss the use of interactive Whiteboards in 

the Teaching and Learning of Mathematics. The researcher discussed the views of several studies 

to conclude that only a limited research studies have observed precisely at the use of Interactive 

White Boards in the teaching and learning of mathematics, the studies that have been reported 

have begun to look to the nature of learning interactions possible with this piece of technology 

and how it might change the teacher-student interactivity without digital technology. In addition, 

it found that the central importance of the skill of the teacher continues to be a key aspect of 

classroom interactivity. 

 (Mechling, 2007) This study was made by multiple researchers. The purpose of this study 

was to analyze the effects of SMART Board technology procedure was evaluated for teaching 
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sight word reading to students with moderate intellectual disabilities within a small group 

arrangement, and its effectiveness on this type of the student on reading target grocery words, 

matching grocery item photos to target grocery words, reading other students’ target grocery 

words through observational learning, and matching grocery item photos to observational 

grocery words. This study supported the use of this tool to teach multiple students at one time 

and its effects on observational learning of non-target information. It also showed the 

effectiveness of computer assisted instruction with SMART Board technology in teaching 

students with moderate intellectual disabilities. 

 (Mechling, 2008) this research was made one year after with the purpose of  comparing 

the effectiveness of SMART Board, interactive whiteboard technology and traditional flash cards 

in teaching reading in a small-group instructional arrangement. This study made an important 

contribution by demonstrating that through presentation of information using large-screen 

computer-based instruction, students can learn their own information as well as that of other 

group members through observational learning. Motivational and engaging features of 

technology may further support students' preference to use such an interactive medium over 

traditional formats for delivering instruction. 

(Messer, 2007) addressed every learning path that a child may have. Also addressed  

 

the Smartboard technology, as a replacement for a blackboard, which allows a teacher to display  

 

material from the computer screen and manipulate and interact with the information on a touch- 

 

sensitive board. The finding reveal the Smartboard technology, basically as a replacement for a  

 

blackboard that allows a teacher to display material from his computer screen and manipulate  

 

and interact with the information on a touch-sensitive board.  
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Conclusions 

 The literature review revealed powerful facts that support the hypotheses of this study. In 

addition its constitute the backbone that sustain the purpose of this study. This study found that 

SMART Boards can have positive impacts on teaching and learning. The SMART Board is an 

effective tool to motivate the students. The interactive electronic whiteboard is a colorful tool. 

Research indicates that students respond it is interactive where teacher and students can 

interchange points of views. It is colorful which serve as a visual stimulus to motivate the 

students. The board can be accommodate to different learning styles, to display pictures, videos, 

lessons, to deliver reading sessions, etc. The review shown that the smart board can be used to 

teach students with limited learning motor skills who can enjoy board use of students respond 

favorably to the technology-based teaching strategy. The interactive SMART Board is an 

excellent tool for a innovative educator, because the teacher can apply small-group teaching 

techniques that way the students in the group cooperate between with each other.  Students had 

shown increased motivation and enjoyed the interaction the technology presents. It makes the 

subject come alive, can be applied to teach different subjects effectively, Math, Science, 

Language, Social Sciences and more because it captures the attention of learners and encourages 

the involvement of learners in the subject. This educational technological tool improve the 

learning environment for special needs students. In conclusion I may state that the hypotheses 

was supported by the findings because the SMART Boards are effectives in a variety of ways. It 

stimulate positive participation and retention in classroom activities because students attention 

and motivation increased. This sustained persistence and motivation using the board are the two 

key factors in assisting with learning outcomes. That is way SMART Boards are effective tools. 
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